What do parents think about passing on their faith – their beliefs (or lack of them) about God – to their children? How seriously do they take it? And what difference do they make?

Passing on Faith examines these questions through new polling research and a detailed study of academic research into the subject.

British parents, the polling shows, are generally not too bothered about whether their children go on to share their beliefs, although that varies – significantly – depending on the faith of the parents in question, with atheist, agnostic, Christian, and other religious parents having some very different views.

The academic literature, however, is clear about the impact parents can have. In the first instance, insights from psychology show that children have a natural propensity towards ‘belief’ of some kind. Building on that, and examining and assimilating the findings of 54 published studies, Olwyn Mark shows that the family and the home are incomparably important when it comes to passing on faith.

The role and faith commitment of both parents, and the integrity, consistency and unity of parents’ beliefs, practices and relationships are all shown to be key influences on whether believing children become believing adults.

Ultimately, for all the effects that cultural pressures or evangelistic measures will have on determining the next generation of believers (and non-believers), parents and home life will consistently have a resounding impact on the passing on of faith.

Olwyn Mark is visiting lecturer in Christian Ethics at London School of Theology, having completed postdoctoral research within the National Institute for Christian Education Research (NICER) at Canterbury Christ Church University.
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passing on faith today – what we know

What do parents think about passing on their faith – or, more broadly, the beliefs (or lack of them) about God – to the children? As part of this project, we commissioned the polling company ComRes to assess the view of parents (specifically parents of children under 18) concerning the spiritual nurture of children. Did they see it as a privilege, a priority, or just a problem?1

The answer was reasonably clear. When asked whether they would want their children “to hold the same beliefs about whether or not there is a God or Higher Power as me when they are older”, less than a third (31%) of British parents agreed, and nearly twice as many (59%) disagreed. Passing on faith was not a priority, and this translated into parents’ answers when asked whether it was important “to actively pass on beliefs about whether or not there is a God or Higher Power to [their] children” – the same proportion (30%) saying it was important, compared with twice that number (60%) saying that children should make up their own minds on this topic “independently of their parents”.

If these were the headline figures, it is important to show that not all parents felt quite the same way about this – although it is also important to emphasise that one must be cautious here as the sample size of these sub-groups of respondents is much smaller and may therefore only be read as indicative. Those parents who were agnostic2 or indifferent3 about God were considerably less bothered about the children holding their beliefs (9% and 15% respectively). Atheists4 were not significantly more bothered either (19%). By comparison, 59% of those who did “believe in a God”5 wanted their children to share their beliefs. The same balance was seen when the data were analysed by attendance: regular attenders6 were most likely to want to pass their beliefs on (77%), non-attenders7 hardly at all (15%).

The picture was subtly different by self-defined religious group. Whereas, as expected from the above data, “Nones”8 were not especially bothered whether their children adopted their beliefs (only 15%), self-defined Christians were only slightly above the national average, with 36% wanting to pass on their beliefs (compared to an average of
A somewhat higher proportion of ‘Other Religions’ (69%) wanted their children to hold their beliefs, and a higher still proportion of self-defined Muslims (85%) – although it is important to realise that this last figure was from a sub-sample size of only 57, which is too small to be reliable.

The problem with these data, however, is the widely-recognised capaciousness of self-definition, particularly when it comes to the term ‘Christian’. When the data were broken down further for ‘Christians’, 57% of those self-defined Christians who believed in God said that they would like their children to hold the same beliefs (about God or Higher Power) when they are older, and 69% of those Christians who attended church once a month or more felt the same way. In other words, the more engaged Christians were with their faith, the more likely they were to want to pass it on to their children (though this is not to overlook the fact that nearly a third (28%) of church-attending Christians did not mind whether their children share their beliefs).

The issue, at least according to respondents themselves, was not so much that they felt uncomfortable passing on their faith to their children: two thirds (67%) of all parents said that they would feel “confident” in having a conversation on the subject with their children, and the same proportion (69%) said they would feel “comfortable” in doing so. It was simply that the subject rarely came up, with only 40% of parents saying they had had a conversation with the aim of passing on their beliefs about whether there is a God or Higher Power with their children – although again the more seriously the parents took their faith, the more likely they were to have spoken about it.

That noted, there were some specific problems that a sizeable minority of parents continually raised. Of least concern (for only 15% of parents) was the fear that they “wouldn’t know how to start the conversation”, with about the same number of parents (16%) feeling that they “may be doing something ethically wrong” and might be putting them off (17%). Nearly one in five parents (18%) positively said that it was “not my role as a parent to pass on my beliefs to my children”, whereas about one in four (23%) said that they were worried that they might be alienated at school, and the same proportion said they were concerned that their children “may have questions I couldn’t answer” (26%). By some way, the greatest concern parents had was about social media, over a third (34%) saying that they felt that “technology and social media would have more of an impact on my children’s beliefs than my input.”

A sense of powerless is undoubtedly a mark of parenthood throughout the ages, but one wonders whether it is particularly intense today. Whether or not that is the case, it is certainly true that with a commitment to passing on faith comes anxiety, as pretty much every one of the concerns mentioned above was felt more by religious parents, in particular by church-attending Christians, but rather less by atheists, agnostics and the
generally indifferent. This will naturally be a part of holding something to be important and therefore being concerned about the manner in which it is passed to children, but it may also reflect a normalising element within culture, whereby the seriously religious feel that passing on their beliefs in a generally more agnostic or secular culture is somehow harder or even less proper.

The fact that British culture is more agnostic, indifferent or even actively secular today than it was a generation or two ago is hard to deny, and it is probably that fact above any other that is shaping parental views on passing on faith. However, the fact the general culture may be more ambivalent about religious and spiritual issues does not necessarily mean children themselves are. Indeed, the evidence of recent years has increasingly come to the recognition that children are, in fact, innately spiritual – maybe even natural born believers.

Whichever way we interpret these data, the evidence gathered and analysed in this report is clear: however seriously parents take their responsibilities to pass on their beliefs, what they believe, say and do does have an incalculable impact on what their children end up believing. As Olwyn Mark puts it, the passing on of ‘faith’ invariably happens in every home. The challenge before any parent who cares about what their children ends up believing is to pass on those beliefs with guidance, love and integrity.

Nick Spencer
Research Director, Theos
ComRes interviewed 1,013 GB parents with children aged 18 and under online between 24 and 29 August 2016. Overall data were weighted to be representative of all GB adults aged 18+. ComRes is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules (www.britishpollingcouncil.org).

“I am not sure about whether a God exists”; unweighted sample size: 212.

“I don’t see this subject as relevant to my life at the moment”; unweighted sample size: 107.

“I don’t believe in a God”; unweighted sample size: 271.

Unweighted sample size: 376.

i.e. “Once a week or more often” or “2-3 times a month”; weighted sample size: 142.

Weighted sample size: 519.

i.e. people who say they do not belong to any religion.

Unweighted sample: 113.

NB. unweighted sample sizes here are respectively 423 (Nones), 458 (Christian) and 57 (Muslim).

Sub-sample sizes meant this wasn’t possible for other religious groups.

Yes: only 55% of Christians said they believed in God, 24% being unsure and 9% not believing.

Unweighted sample size: 102.

There is a curious anomaly in the data here; religious parents were more likely to agree with this than non-religious ones, despite the fact that they were keener to do just that. However, this may simply reflect the fact that religious parents were generally more concerned about passing on their faith, as noted in the following paragraph.
• British parents are generally not too bothered about whether their children go on to share their beliefs, only 31% saying that they want their children “to hold the same beliefs about whether or not there is a God or Higher Power as me when they are older”.

• Those parents who were agnostic or indifferent about God were least bothered (9% and 15% respectively), and atheists only slightly more (19%).

• Self-defined Christian parents were only slightly keener than average (36% vs. 31%) that their children shared their beliefs.

• A somewhat higher proportion of ‘Other Religions’ (69%) wanted their children to hold their beliefs, and a higher still proportion of self-defined Muslims (85%) – although it is important to realise that this last figure was from a sub-sample size of only 57, which is too small to be reliable.

• By contrast, 69% of those Christians who attended church once a month or more said they wanted their children to go on to share their belief.

• Overall, less than half (40%) of parents said they had had a conversation on the topic with their children although two thirds (67%) of all parents said that they would feel “confident” in having that conversation.

• By far the greatest concern to parents on this issues was social media, with over a third (34%) saying that they felt that “technology and social media would have more of an impact on my children’s beliefs than my input.”

• The passing on of ‘faith’ invariably happens in every home. This involves the transmission – both actively and passively – of values, attitudes, beliefs and practices. These can be associated with a particular religious tradition or independent of any one institutional system of belief. No child enters adolescence and adulthood unaffected by the overarching story that they learn in the home.
• When it comes to the passing on of faith in the home, this report does not uncover any new secret formulas or foolproof practices that will improve the likelihood of successful faith transmission. Instead, by means of an extensive study of the existing literature on this subject, Passing on Faith reinforces that which has been advanced for years by those involved in children’s ministry within the Christian tradition. The assimilation of research studies in this report confirms that:

• foundations for faith are laid in childhood;

• the role and responsibility of the family is central in faith transmission (a theological assertion as well as an observation of child development theory);

• enduring adolescent and adult believers are largely the product of caring, supportive, stable homes, where faith is seen, heard and experienced;

• modelling is key: parents need to ‘be’ and ‘do’ what they want their child to become.

• This report assimilates and presents the findings of 54 published studies, each investigating what makes a difference in the home when it comes to passing on faith. The small and large-scale studies, published over the past 40 years, draw on multiple survey data collected among thousands of young people, parents and grandparents in the US, Canada, the UK, Sweden and Australia. While the majority of studies focus on mainstream Christian denominations, findings are also drawn from within Seventh-day Adventist, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh and Hindu communities.

• Research reveals that high quality relationships in the home are key to successful faith transmission: Adolescents and young adults who experience or who have experienced close, affirming, and accepting relationships with both parents are more likely to identify with the beliefs and practices of their parents. The security and stability of the parent-child relationship, including the strength of the childhood attachment, informs the stability of future religious beliefs.

• The style of parenting also makes a difference: Authoritative parenting – where the exercise of discipline and control is accompanied by warmth, nurture and responsiveness – is more conducive to religious transmission than authoritarian or permissive parenting.

• What is noteworthy from recent findings is that the nurturing role and faith commitment of both parents matters in faith transmission, i.e. it’s not just the mother’s job. Also, the role and influence of grandparents should not be underestimated.
• This report also comes with a gentle ‘spiritual health’ warning for parents: the integrity of your relationships and the consistency of your beliefs and practices matter. Both are found to positively correlate with the religious practices of adolescent and adult offspring.

• Parental unity, as evidenced in marital stability and the sharing of beliefs and practices, impacts on faith transmission.

• In view of changes in young people’s religious involvement, more detailed research is needed to explore the priority of religious transmission in the home and the content of what is being passed on. This is in light of evidence that would suggest there is a lack of priority given, at least among some Christian parents, to passing on faith in the home.

• A response to generational decline in religious commitment calls for clear and confident articulation of teaching and traditions within faith communities.

• Overall, despite the perceived strength of other social and cultural forces, ‘faith’s’ most effective ‘not-so-secret’ weapon in passing on beliefs and practices to the next generation remains parents.
There are many things that a good parent is expected to teach their child – from healthy eating to regular teeth brushing, mastering the times tables to respecting difference, and not forgetting, of course, good manners. There are no shortage of books and websites, with top-tips and keys to success. Indeed, cultural ‘experts’ weigh heavily on the consciences of parents at any and every stage of their child’s development.

Ultimately, what we prioritise to teach our children is informed by what we consider to be important for their overall nurture and well-being.

To illustrate, a voice of popular parenting culture, Mumsnet, hailed as the UK’s most popular parenting network, recently published in their education section ‘6 ways to teach your kids about road safety’. These included tips on how to make the message stick through play, music and the repetition of rules and practices. Most important was example-setting and practising what you preach. As one parent noted, “I stood waiting ages today at a clear crossing for the green man. If we had gone, it would have taught my daughter that you don’t always have to wait for the green man.” In light of their advice, patience, creativity and consistency appear to be just a few of the qualities needed to teach a child to safely cross a busy road.

Of course, keeping a child safe is a priority of any competent parent, and any advice on how to do that more effectively is no doubt gratefully received. But is the same amount of attention given to the spiritual care and nurture of a child? Successful parents, it would seem, raise confident, healthy, open-minded and independent children. But do they raise spiritually-aware children? If they do, a parenting forum might ask the following: What are six ways to explore spiritual purpose with a child, or to nurture trust and loyalty in an overarching spiritual story? What are the top-tips for assisting a child to know and relate to God?

It is unclear whether nurturing the spiritual nature of a child is popularly classified as good parenting. For while packing a healthy snack for break time or teaching a child to safely cross the road undoubtedly are, practices which promote spiritual curiosity, wonder and faithfulness are a little more contentious.
the spiritual child: ‘born believers’?

Exploring the spiritual nature of a child includes understanding the development of moral and religious thinking. Consequently, there is a burgeoning interest in the study of religion, spirituality and childhood within psychology. This is noted by the inclusion for the first time in the *Handbook of Child Psychology*, a chapter on religious and spiritual development.² The flourishing of this topic is evidently welcomed within the discipline:

First, by studying children, psychologists of religion not only will achieve a better understanding of children but also a more comprehensive grasp of the origins of religiosity and spirituality as well as religion’s role across the life span. Second, this sudden attention to children’s religion and spirituality will help developmental psychologists arrive at a richer understanding of this fundamental, but neglected, dimension of development.³

Psychologists point to an inherent propensity of the child towards the spiritual. This includes a ‘relational consciousness’ that is not confined to a particular religious doctrine, but accords with a relational nature that connects to something larger than the self.⁴ Included in this is a child’s concept of God. Professor Justin Barrett, Director of the Thrive Center for Human Development at Fuller Seminary in the US, adopts this ‘preparedness’ hypothesis in his observations of the religious cognition of children. He argues that we are all in fact ‘born believers’.⁵ This suggests that we have a specific framework of thinking within which we understand the concept of the divine or spiritual.

This contradicts other accounts of the origin of religion, which state that a child’s concept of God and the spiritual is a result of indoctrination rather than a matter of intuition. Instead of a natural propensity for belief in the supernatural, adults exploit the fact that “for good evolutionary reasons, children are highly credulous, and believe anything that the adults in their immediate circle tell them”.⁶ While agreeing with the tendency of children to trust their parents and other adults, Barrett responds to this position by noting that children are not likely to believe everything their parents teach them. Nor are all ideas equally well-received:

Good luck teaching a five-year-old that people don’t really have conscious minds or that it is okay to murder the neighbours in their sleep. The preponderance of scientific evidence (peer-reviewed and published) shows that some ideas find in children’s minds infertile ground, whereas others readily grow and flourish.⁷
Faith, by Barrett’s reckoning, is far more natural than some critics imagine, children intuitively inhabiting a spiritual frame rather than being dragged their by religious parents.

faith development in childhood

The discipline of psychology offers further insights into the development of faith in the child. Theories around religious and spiritual development in childhood have been shaped, in particular, by ‘cognitive development’ theories from mainstream psychology, for example, the four developmental stages of Piaget’s theory on cognitive reasoning. Piaget’s theory presents four distinct and universal stages of cognitive maturation, stages in which a child or young person learns to assimilate and accommodate new information. At each stage, mental processes are re-ordered according to the new knowledge. Basic mental structures at birth develop into the advanced cognitive abilities of adolescence and emerging adulthood, where hypotheses and abstract concepts can be considered.

James Fowler’s Stages of Faith outlines one such example of the adaption of this stage theory. In the first intuitive stage of a child’s faith development, ideas about God are normally picked up from family and the surrounding environment. Consequently, the importance of the home, and the role that it plays from the earliest stage of a child’s faith development, is emphasised: “It is here that faith is first sensed, is born, and is nurtured.” The process of identity formation and development continues into adolescence, when the parental relationship remains of primary importance. In view of this theory, Christian commentators have drawn not only on Scripture and Church tradition, but on developmental science, in giving an account of the nurture and development of faith. This natural capacity for faith, as such, is seen as part of God’s gift in creation.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that understanding faith development through the lens of psychology has its limitations. For one, it may offer only a reductionist, cognitive-centred understanding of human nature and religious experience, perhaps at the expense of the affective or emotional. In addition, an approach to understanding religious growth in ‘stages’ does not fully reflect the ‘complexity and uniqueness’ of faith development in the life of the individual. Nor, indeed, does it fully reflect the impact of the social environment on this process. Importantly, adopting a scientific framework in which to observe faith development only asks the ‘how’ questions. It cannot give an account of the ‘why’.

Yet despite these limitations, we will proceed on the following premises: that the child has an innate, observable spiritual nature; the development of this nature, and the
thinking that accompanies it, can be understood in stages; and as we will come on to
discuss, the nurturing of a child’s spiritual nature is arguably essential for their overall well-
being. Parents have a significant role to play at each and every stage of their child’s faith
development.

no neutrality in the home

We have hinted already in our discussion that the idea of ‘passing on faith’ is an unpalatable
one for some. The notion that a child is ‘religious’, or even identified with a particular
religion from birth, grates against a perceived ‘neutral’ and rationalistic account of the
world. It is assumed that such labelling is incompatible with raising children to be open-
minded and think for themselves. This would suggest that while teaching your child to
cross the road safely is uncontentious, teaching your child about God is more so.

A secularist like Richard Dawkins draws a distinction between the participation in mere
“harmless traditions” and the anti-rationalist proposition of “forcing” on children “un-
evidenced opinions about the nature of life or the cosmos.”14 Indeed, if this “indoctrination
of children before they reach the age of reason” were abandoned, suggests AC Grayling,
the world may well move on from religious belief altogether.15 It curiously follows that
the teaching in the home of culturally approved, un-evidenced, ‘neutral’ values such as
tolerance and respect is still welcomed; yet the expressed aspiration to ‘pass on’ religious
beliefs and values is viewed as morally problematic.

Nonetheless, any parent who engages in any serious reflection on what they teach their
child and why they teach him or her must at least answer the following: What information
and skills do I want my child to learn, what attitudes and values do I want them to adopt,
what virtues do I want them to cultivate, and why are these important? The why answer is
shaped by a parent’s own value system – their understanding of the world around them,
and the meaning and purpose they attach to their own life and to that of their child.
Parents navigate the competing voices, and fluctuating cultural messages, through the
filter of their own beliefs and values, which in turn shape their attitudes and practices.16

The values that emerge are evidenced, for example, in their political persuasions, their
approach to work, to leisure activities, to charitable activity, to neighbours, to money, to
food, to drink – indeed, to pretty much everything they do, in the home and beyond. Such
beliefs and values also shape an understanding of authority, responsibility, fairness and
equality, care and compassion.

Importantly, the beliefs and values in the home may be associated with a religious
tradition or judged independent of any one institutional system of belief. However, they
do not emerge out of a vacuum, for there is no ‘neutral’ space in the home. Central to the discussion in this report is the understanding that parents invariably pass their values and beliefs on to their children – both intentionally and unintentionally – as the home remains the most effective channel of socialisation. As such, in directing our attention in this report to studies that largely concern families that are associated with a religious tradition, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that every family has a belief system or ‘faith’ that informs their internal and external purpose and practices.

**nurturing the spiritual**

Despite the apparent objections to ‘passing on faith’, evidence would suggest that failing to nurture the spiritual identity of a child, whether within a religious tradition or outside of it, may in fact be the more damaging course of action.

As the Theos meta-study *Religion and Well-being: Assessing the evidence* shows, by drawing on over 140 academic studies from the last thirty years, there is powerful evidence to suggest that the relationship between religion and spirituality and well-being is strong and positive, both for adolescents and for adults. A close relationship with God and involvement in a religious community, for example, has been correlated with both positive mental health and lower substance use. Furthermore, religion ‘fosters the development and exercise of self-control and self-regulation’, is evidenced to reduce risk-taking behaviours among adolescents, and acts as a buffer against the anxieties of life and the fear of death. It has also been shown to maintain and enhance interpersonal relationships in the family.

This, of course, is not to promote an instrumentalist approach towards religion – i.e. we pass on religious beliefs and practices in order to produce happy and healthy children. Nor, indeed, can we or should we adopt a compartmentalised view of the child – i.e. that their spiritual nature and nurture can somehow be separated from their overall personhood and welfare. These correlations of well-being and religion are just that – correlations, and not direct or definite associations. Nor, significantly, do these correlations address ultimate life questions, or decipher the truth claims of any one religious tradition.

What these findings do provide, however, is a clear challenge to the assumption that nurturing the spiritual identity of a child, and seeking to ‘pass on faith’, is somehow dangerous or damaging for the child. We can
assume that ‘religion’ broadly conceived fosters well-being, and denying children any
encounters with it risks closing down an important avenue of their development. More
importantly, quenching spiritual curiosity and enquiry inhibits a child’s opportunity to
question fundamental truths claims about their world. Moreover, it dismisses the life-
transforming opportunity to encounter ‘life in all its fullness’.

passing on faith: the challenge for the Church

Our discussion of the spiritual nature, nurture and development of a child – with a view
to passing on and adopting faith – is set against the backdrop of an evident decline in
Christian affiliation and church attendance in the UK.

The Report of the Commission on Religion and Belief in Public Life reported a threefold
change in religion and belief in Britain in recent decades:

The first is the increase in the number of people with non-religious beliefs
and identities. The second is the decline in Christian affiliation, belief and
practice and within this decline a shift in Christian affiliation that has meant
that Anglicans no longer comprise a majority of Christians. The third is the
increase in the number of people who have a religious affiliation but who are
not Christian.23

Of particular note for this report is the finding from the Church of England’s Church
Growth Research Programme that half of the children of churchgoing parents do not
attend as adults.24 A generational change in religiousity is perceived to be the key reason
for religious decline in modern Britain.25 This presents a clear challenge for the future
of the British church if the following assumption is adopted: “Retaining children/ youth
is critical; it is easier to raise people as churchgoers than to turn the unchurched into
attenders.”26 This position is further enforced by the expectation that religious beliefs and
practices are largely settled by the time an individual reaches their early 20s and “if they
are not religiously inclined in their youth they are unlikely to become so in later years.”27
Indeed, a recent study suggests that only two percent of Anglicans in England and Wales
are converts.28

There are a multitude of theses on the cause and consequence of numerical decline in
British church affiliation and attendance,29 which in itself is not a recent phenomenon.30
Indeed, it is argued that lack of affiliation is not equated with lack of belief, a position
which is exemplified in Grace Davie’s ‘believing without belonging’ thesis.31 Nevertheless,
when it comes to the decline in religious commitment, questions invariably arise over
what factors contribute to successful or unsuccessful transmission. These are not just
lines of inquiry for the social scientist, or questions of interest for the moral and social philosopher, but are of understandable concern for the devout parent.

**Conclusion**

In view of this apparent trend, it is the family, and more specifically parents, as crucial channels of religious socialisation, around which this report revolves. The family is credited to be the context where faith is defined and experienced.\(^{32}\)

From a sociological perspective, not enough is known about the process of religious transmission in the home.\(^{33}\) This could be on account of the fact that the ethnographic observations needed for such research raise particular practical and ethical challenges.\(^{34}\)

Nevertheless, while the process is difficult to evaluate, research has been done to assess the outcomes of religious transmission in the family.

Therefore, alongside a discussion on the changing shape of the relationship between young people and religion, and the continued importance of the home in religious socialisation, this report will assimilate, analyse and present the findings of research into the most successful ways for parents and the family to ‘pass on’ their faith to their children, in the process helping them to develop and secure their own.

The research will include studies from within the UK, and international studies, particularly from within a Western context, which might offer insights relevant to the UK. This encompasses data focussed not only on the Christian faith, but other faith traditions, and will incorporate studies which evidence the retention – by adolescent and adult offspring – of values, attitudes, beliefs and practices associated with the parents’ faith.\(^{35}\)

The literature review in Chapter 3 therefore forms the backbone of this report.

Overall, what this report will do is to re-engage with the discussion around the role and responsibility of parents in the spiritual nurture of their child, and re-emphasise the significant contribution that they make to the process, and success, of passing on faith.
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This report will not aim to provide a detailed philosophical or theological defence of faith nurture within the family, or offer a detailed account of the spiritual development and nurture of the child. Nor will it present a socio-political critique of the role of the family in the current framework of religious socialisation in the UK. This is notwithstanding the fact that all of these themes are relevant to the wider public debate around the nurturing of faith in the family, and will inevitably feature in the discussion.
introduction

Every generation finds itself in unique and unscripted contexts, contexts in which the essentials of faith must be appropriated and passed on. With this in mind, the challenge of passing on faith in this era is, arguably, no different than any previous one. Yet the plurality of competing worldviews in today’s cultural context, and their instant availability to children and young people, creates uncharted territory for inhabiting and narrating faith. Alongside this, signs of increased hostility towards religious worldviews would suggest that today’s parents face distinct challenges in passing on faith.

In this chapter we will give attention, in particular, to the evolving association that young people are having with religion. In doing so, the following questions are worthy of our consideration: In view of the perceived decline in religiosity in the West, is religion, as some would suggest, inevitably on the way out? If so, do parents still have any effective influence in passing on faith? If they do, how are they exercising it, and what are the outcomes for young people?

In light of our discussion, we will suggest that young people’s religious association and involvement is changing, yet parents and the family clearly continue to have a significant influence on the young person’s sense of religious belonging. Question marks arise instead over how big a priority the passing on of faith is for parents and what essentially is being passed on.

distinct within a generation

Research indicates that young people in modern Western societies are less religious than the previous generations.1 Naturally this finding is determined by how religiosity or ‘keeping the faith’ is understood – whether, for example, through church membership or attendance, or continued affiliation with parents’ beliefs and values. This in turn informs how we assess successful ‘passing on’ or retention of faith.2
The British Social Attitudes Survey for 2012 found that “65% of 18-24 year olds do not affiliate to a religion, compared with 55% of the same age group (18-27) in 1983.”\(^3\) If measured within the Christian faith in terms of church membership and activity then this generational shift in the UK is particularly noteworthy within the mainstream denominations.\(^4\)

Headlines have previously suggested that the Church of England, for example, is “one generation from extinction”.\(^5\) As such, so-called Generation A (Anglican laywomen born in the 1920s and 1930s) is described as the “final active generation”: “The matriarch is disappearing and her children are not replacing her.”\(^6\) In light of this numerical trend, concern is understandably expressed over the future maintenance, growth and influence of the Church. Nonetheless, this is accompanied by warnings from within the denomination against adopting an unsound ‘decline theology’, recognising instead the Mission Action Plans and growth strategies already in place, which include a particular focus on discipling under-25s.\(^7\)

Yet faced with these apparent trends in young people’s religiosity, sociologists and, of course, church leaders are interested in finding out more about the causes and the consequences of disaffiliation. Questions invariably arise over the process of religious transmission – the ‘how’, ‘what’ and ‘where’ of passing on faith – and the social factors that influence and shape the cultural landscape in which faith is nurtured.

In considering these questions, the discussion in this chapter will point to research that has been done to assess the religious beliefs and practices of young people in the West. The studies identified largely represent young people from within the Christian tradition, but not exclusively. In noting observed changes to young people’s values and attitudes towards religion, we will more specifically assess whether there has been an actual or perceived change in the role and influence of the home in passing on faith.

Rather than a discourse of extinction, we will propose instead that what is more apparent is a shift in young people’s religious beliefs and practices. This suggests a Christian faith in the West that will be more distinct within a generation.

reasons for generational shift

There are a number of possible reasons given for the shift in young people’s religiosity.\(^8\) Firstly, there is the suggestion that religiosity is determined by the stage of life an individual is at, i.e. young people are not so much losing their religion as much as having
not yet found it, or found that they needed it. In measuring religious growth and decline, the social indicator of age is recognised to have by far the strongest association with religious commitment. Perhaps it has always been the case that older people are more religious than younger people.

Religiosity is indeed found to change over the life course. For example, significant life events such as marriage, parenthood, and retirement are observed to impact religiosity. Also, the ‘instability’ of religious involvement in adolescence is seen as a cause of religious decline, with this instability continuing into emerging adulthood. However, the correlation of religiosity with particular life stages is not consistently evidenced. The long-running longitudinal study, carried out by the Institute of Human Development (IHD) at the University of California, Berkeley, tracked the religious beliefs and practices of almost 200 individuals over 60 years, and found a ‘gentle ebb and flow’ of religiosity, with peaks in adolescence and early and late adulthood. The study did, however, confirm a peak in religiosity that accompanied parenthood.

Further to the hypothesis concerned with stage of life, the decline in young people’s religiosity is explained by the fact that it is an inevitable consequence of secularisation, or an indication that young people are simply experiencing and relating to religion and the sacred differently. On the first point, a correlation is drawn between religious decline and the process of modernisation within Western society. The so-called ‘secularization thesis’ contends that the social significance of religion, and in particular Christianity, in the Western world, will decline as societies modernise. Individual freedom and consumer choice have replaced the social norms and expectations that accompanied Christian belief and association.

Yet in the face of this perceived trend towards secularity, a decline in church membership does not necessarily equate with a loss of faith, nor does a decline in religious affiliation equate with a fall in identification with the spiritual. Recently published research investigating the reasons for a decline in attendance within the Church of Scotland reveals that two-thirds of church-leavers, despite being absent from the pews, maintain a strong personal faith. In addition, results from a YouGov study in 2013 found that a quarter of respondents said they were spiritual but not religious.

Thus, the stage of life thesis and the apparent trend towards secularity offer inconclusive reasons for this shift in young people’s religiosity.
Another reason given for the decline in young people’s religiosity is that the older generation has failed to effectively pass on faith. Clearly a motivation and purpose for doing so is needed, at least if parents want to be intentional about the process. In line with this reason, a fall in young people’s religiosity may be an indication of a problem in transmission rather than a lack of retention. Young people, as a result, may be less religious than the older generation, not because of a value shift in the importance they place on religion, but on the value and importance that their parents and family have placed on passing it on.  

To illustrate the point, the European Values Survey presented respondents with a list of 11 qualities that children can be encouraged to learn at home – good manners; independence; hard work; feeling of responsibility; imagination; tolerance and respect for other people; thrift, saving money and things; determination, perseverance; religious faith; unselfishness; obedience. Of the 505 self-declared Anglican respondents, only 11% listed religious faith as a priority, compared to 94% identifying good manners. While this figure may be open to the criticism of nominalism, the same criticism cannot be levelled of the fact that only 36% of those who said that their religion was very important to them listed religious faith as a priority.

Further to this, research carried out by YouGov for Bible Society in 2014 found that biblical literacy was declining through the generations in Britain. Of note among the findings was the evident neglect among Christian parents to pass on the Biblical story. According to the research, almost a third (30%) of Christian parents say that they never read Bible stories to their children. Furthermore 7% do not think that their child, aged over 3, has ever read, seen or heard any Bible stories. In stark contrast, 86% of parents read, listened to or watched Bible stories themselves as a child aged 3 to 16.

Thus, in accounting for the change in young people’s religious involvement over time, it is suggested that “parental values have become more liberal or relativistic, so that transmitting religion no longer seems critically important”. In addition, “parents have become less committed to conformity in their children”.

The value placed on a young person’s autonomy is one reason given for failing to prioritise religious transmission. This is in line with what is noted to be a distinct feature of religion, indeed of life, in modern Britain, namely a culture shift from obligation to choice. This emphasis on autonomy and choice gives young people, for example, the option of not attending church. Indeed, one might go further than this, to say that attending church.

Almost a third (30%) of Christian parents say that they never read Bible stories to their children.
is not only one option among many for young people, but is often treated with such
derision and disdain in much mainstream culture as to tilt the choice away from serious
religious commitment.

An evidenced lack of priority given to religious transmission, at least within the Christian
home, is of particular importance for this report. For apart from all other factors in the
home that might contribute to successful religious retention, re-invigorating parents’
motivation and desire to pass on the Christian faith would, in the first instance, seem an
obvious place to start in addressing this generational shift.

religion, young people and the family

As we question the continued place and importance of the family in religious transmission,
a closer look at studies concerned with young people and religion over the past few
decades will allow for a more detailed examination of these generational shifts.²⁴

young people in England

Results from The Faith of Generation Y Study,²⁵ a five-year study carried out among over
300 young people attending Christian youth and community projects in England, found
that young people were relating to, and practicing faith differently from the previous
generation: “Young people have not inherited the rebellious hostility to the Church of
their parents’ generation, although for many of them religion is irrelevant for day-to-day
living”.²⁶

Among those who identified as Anglican (just under half of the young people in the
survey), around a third rarely or never went to church.²⁷ Yet their self-identified association
with the Christian faith, its beliefs and values, was still in evidence – while just over half
described themselves as being ‘neither spiritual nor religious’, three-quarters said that they
prayed at least once a month. The same number believed that Jesus was the Son of God.²⁸
Sylvia Collins-Mayo, one of the authors of the report, described the “tentative nature” of
their affiliation, suggesting that Christian identity was perhaps a convenient solution to
questions concerned with religious association, as well as a means of distancing oneself
from other faith traditions.²⁹

While religious affiliation appeared tentative, ‘family faith’, and the sense of belonging
that accompanied it, seemed to anchor young people in the tradition of their parents. As
a result, many were choosing to stay within the family fold.³⁰ In particular, an association
was drawn between their own Christian identity and a sense of belonging that came from
their family narrative, for example, the significance they placed on their own christening.
Abby Day’s ‘believing in belonging’ thesis would support this finding – belief is not confined to god or religion, but is more often located in, and reinforced by, close and trusted relationships. As such, this study would suggest that young people continue to draw a positive association between faith, family life and their own religious identity: “for most young people faith is located primarily in family, friends and their selves as individuals – defined as ‘immanent faith’.”

A further small-scale study of 40 young people (13-15 year olds) in the North of England confirmed the strength of this family association. The study, among mostly Christians and Muslim young people, noted the positive contribution that religious parents were perceived to make to the moral framework and spiritual identity of the family. This was done alongside creating an atmosphere of warmth and support in the home.

Yet despite this on-going tentative affiliation – strengthened and affirmed by a sense of relational belonging – an evidenced lack of participation among young people raises concerns about the depth of commitment and the formation and nurturing of belief. The lack of child churchgoing is problematic because if a religious identity is to develop into something personal and meaningful beyond socially ascribed affiliations, young people need to engage with a worshipping community.

This includes acquiring a personal knowledge of the objective content of the faith.

Indeed, research among young Anglican males showed that increased levels of practice, i.e. church attendance, affected religious, social and personal values. Research carried out among Christian university students in England also found that “the more Christians are engaged in relational communities of faith, the more likely they are to be socially conservative, doctrinally orthodox and active citizens through volunteering.”

While young people have clearly not abandoned their association with the faith of their parents, concern over their current practice and engagement would appear justified in light of the solidifying influence that this has on faith formation.

young people in the US

Comparable findings to those in the UK can be found in Christian Smith’s Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers. The results of the National Study of Youth and Religion (NSYR) found that whilst young people were “confused and
inarticulate about religion”, most “chose to remain in general conformity with the values of their parents”. Indeed, Smith and Denton noted the on-going influence of parents to be a key finding of the large-scale study:

For better or worse, most parents in fact still do profoundly influence their adolescents – often more than do their peers – their children’s apparent resistance and lack of appreciation notwithstanding. This influence often also includes parental influence in adolescents’ religious and spiritual lives. Simply by living and interacting with their children, most parents establish expectations, define normalcy, model life practices, set boundaries and make demands – all of which cannot help but influence teenagers, for good or ill.

As an inevitable outcome of the process of socialisation, young people were largely perceived to reflect the religiosity of their parents. The impact of this process could be tracked from the adolescent years into emerging adulthood, demonstrated in the follow-up research carried out among the respondents to the Soul Searching study.

However, the limits to this intergenerational continuity were also noted:

It appears that parents were successful in transmitting a sense of the significance and authenticity of their religious tradition, but were less so in communicating the precise meaning of its various core doctrines and practices.

Instead, the US teenagers, both religious and non-religious, were noted instead for adopting the “de facto creed” of “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism”. This outlook is reflective of wider social influences and ideologies at work, such as individual self-fulfilment and consumer choice. But for our own study what it does demonstrate is that while the young people appeared to be “exceedingly conventional” in seemingly believing what they were raised to believe, Smith and Denton described an attitude towards religion that was perceived to be a background presence rather than an active, pervasive or prescriptive influence. Further research among emerging adults in the US would suggest that a more “individualized” faith has emerged.

Alongside the UK and the US, an emerging religious culture is also evidenced in the beliefs and values of ‘Generation Y’ in Australia. Research has found a decline in young people’s commitment to the denomination they were raised in. In addition, only half of the respondents believed in God. Yet these findings were not distinctive of this generation, but reflected the strength of belief among the respondents’ parents.
conclusion

The evidence presented in this chapter would indicate that young people in the Western world appear to be relating to faith differently from previous generations. This includes a much more tentative affiliation to the beliefs and practices of their parents’ religious tradition.

While the “passivity of so-called ‘believers’” – a passivity evidenced in the fall of practices such as church attendance – is regarded as a sign of religious decline, it yet appears that a more substantive shift has taken place in how faith is perceived and understood. Smith, in noting the “parasitic” effects of belief systems such as Moral Therapeutic Deism, suggests that a process of “internal secularization” has taken place within religious communities in the US, a process in which religious beliefs and practices are being fundamentally distorted. For example, an individualistic, self-fulfilling vision of religious commitment has emerged, more akin to the American dream than to the cost of discipleship.

What comes more into question therefore is the content of the religious knowledge, and nature of the practices, that are being acquired: “What ‘spiritual capital’, then, do young people inherit today?”

The shifts evidenced in this chapter raise particular challenges for passing on the historical religious traditions in a meaningful, faithful and coherent way – a challenge that parents, as we shall see in the following chapter, are ideally positioned to meet.
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At the outset of this report, we alluded to some of the culturally shaped roles and responsibilities associated with contemporary parenting. In particular, we questioned whether the spiritual nurture of the child fitted into this matrix. Studies exploring the religious and spiritual lives of young people affirm that parents play a key role in faith development, not least in creating a sense of religious belonging. However, studies have also given rise to questions concerning the substantive content of young people’s religious beliefs and practices.

Our discussion in this chapter will give further attention to how parents and the family are understood as agents in the process of passing on faith. In addition, we will identify the importance of religious teaching and tradition in informing the content of the process. This will lead us in the following chapter to note, in particular, what characteristics of family life are found to make a difference in this process.

What will become increasingly evident in this report is that the social context of the family matters – and matters significantly – for shaping the religious beliefs and practices of the child and emerging adult.

The interactions of family life understandably engage the interest of those who want to understand how faith transmission works, and, if possible, why adolescent and adult offspring do, or do not, continue in the faith tradition of their parents. Philip Richter and Leslie Francis, reporting on their research findings amongst church leavers in England and Wales,¹ suggest that the “foundations of church going, or church leaving, are laid in a person’s childhood, during his or her most formative years”.² The religious socialisation that takes place in the home, they suggest, is of primary importance. “Even if religion in
passing on faith

contemporary society is, to a considerable extent, a matter of individual consumer choice, religious choices are heavily influenced by religious consumption patterns laid down early in life.³

As such, sociologists make the case for the relationship between parents’ beliefs and practices and the future religious orientation of their child. This positive correlation applies to parents who associate with a religious tradition and those who do not. Research carried out among atheists in the US, for example, evidenced that 30% had at least one atheistic parent, while many others were raised in homes with little interest in religion.⁴

In engaging with the process of socialisation, we are concerned with how beliefs and values are passed on to the next generation. Attention is directed in particular to the major agents of socialisation – “parents and the family, congregations and religious education, peers and schools”.⁵ In doing so, a distinction is drawn between the microsystems that influence a child’s development (family, school, peer group, religious community) and the macrosystems that are part of the wider context of socialisation (cultural values and ideologies). We are primarily concerned in this report with the microsystem of the family, and the pre-eminent influence it exercises.⁶

Parents remain the primary agents for the transmission of beliefs and behaviours.⁷ The Woolf Institute Report on Religion and Belief in Public Life noted that religion “can be determined – partly, largely or even entirely – by the family and community into which a person is born, and by how they are perceived and treated by others.”⁸ Incorporated into this observation is the implicit overlap of ethnicity and religion and the importance of family identity. In addition to their direct influence, parents can also indirectly influence the other microsystems of socialisation, including those of peers and the religiosity of the school.⁹

The social learning of religion in the family is done through “spiritual modelling” and the “observational learning” that accompanies it. The observation and imitation of parents’ beliefs and behaviours both positively reinforces the desired religious beliefs and practices and negatively reinforces the unwanted ones.¹⁰

More specifically, the Social Learning Theory points to four main processes that direct observational learning and influence effective modelling: Attention (paying attention to particular information or behaviour), Retention (remembering what has been seen), Reproduction (replicating it),¹¹ and Motivation (having motivation and a reason to replicate it). These processes can encourage spiritual engagement and growth – attention can be directed to key figures of the faith through the reading of Scripture, while retention is
encouraged through the repeated reading of Scripture; virtues of the faith are modelled in religious communities and reproduced, and motivation is received in and through the regular opportunities to meet for mutual encouragement.\textsuperscript{12}

From these processes, we can see that spiritual modelling encompasses behaviours, skills, and attitudes. It is a way to actively facilitate the transmission of faith. In addition, the social learning of religion can be both proactive and passive: the former involves a direct or conscious strategy to pass on religious knowledge, whereas the latter involves learning by experience and doing, where knowledge is absorbed and embodied.\textsuperscript{13} In other words, ‘spiritual modelling’ can aid spiritual growth and faith transmission. However, if the transmission of faith in the home is unintentional or undirected, it will happen anyway due to our social nature and interactions.

It is important to note that parents are not excluded from the outcomes of this process of faith transmission.\textsuperscript{14} A “transactional model” of socialisation highlights the fact that there is a two-way exchange that takes place, where parents are also shaped in the process. In addition, parental spiritual formation within a larger community is also deemed an essential part of the spiritual nurture of children.\textsuperscript{15}

In sum, alongside the ‘preparedness’ hypothesis, which advocates a child’s propensity to understand and engage with religious ideas, theories of religious socialisation point to the influence of the family in shaping the future religiosity of adolescents and adults. This is done both passively and actively, and includes observation and imitation, where beliefs, values and behaviours are learnt, integrated and maintained. The spiritual nature of the child is thus shaped by the spiritual nurture it receives. In addition, “this natural tendency is enhanced when parents and others reinforce this with explicit religious instruction.”\textsuperscript{16}

religious tradition and transmission

We have given particular attention so far to the ‘how’ of faith transmission in the home. Yet faith transmission and formation in the home is shaped by the tradition in which it takes place. Understanding the role of the family cannot overlook the cultural, ethnic and religious contexts in which the family is located. For some religions – Judaism and Hinduism, for example – culture and faith are ‘intimately intertwined’. For others, Protestant Christianity being the obvious example, the association is somewhat less obvious.\textsuperscript{17} Arguably, Christianity, in all its traditions, is influenced by the culture in which it finds itself. In the African diaspora Christian communities in Britain, for example, where

\textbf{If the transmission of faith in the home is unintentional or undirected, it will happen anyway due to our social nature and interactions.}
religion is more than just a set of beliefs, faith is intimately connected to the socio-political issues that affect the community and shape identity. Assessing successful faith transmission needs to take account of the diversity of these contexts and traditions.

When it comes to the Christian community, the nurture and transmission of faith is shaped by a theological understanding of the child. Discussion across the Christian tradition is infused with the theological question over whether the aim of children’s ministry is conversion or nurture. Yet even within a single denomination, different constructs of childhood are evident. Despite these differences, parenting and family life are regarded as central to the nurture and development of the child, and as means of spiritual development and formation. The family is also encouraged to provide the context for a ‘critical education’ which allows for, and facilitates, critical reflection of the faith tradition. There is no shortage of resources on how this spiritual nurture might be translated from a theological premise to a practical reality.

Transmission within other religious traditions will clearly be shaped by different teachings and practices. Britain is noted for the diversity of ‘world religions’ that now co-exist, and recent research enables us to glimpse the processes of faith transmission within a few of these traditions.

A research project among young British Sikhs, for example, has revealed a large diversity of religious knowledge and practice between families. This is influenced by caste and migration history, which shapes the degree to which the knowledge and practices of Sikhism are learned and adopted, for example gurdwara attendance, knowledge of Sikh history, speaking the Punjabi language and visiting the Punjab. The structure of the family, and in particular the accessibility of grandparents, also positively impacts religious socialisation.

Muslims form the largest non-Christian religious minority in Britain and their numbers continue to increase. The BSA survey in 2014 indicated a ten-fold rise in Islam, from around half a percent of the population in 1983 to around five per cent in 2014. Evidence would suggest that the level of faith retention in British Muslim communities is high. Muslim Childhood: Religious Nurture in a European Context, a detailed qualitative research report carried out among 60 Muslim families in Cardiff, was an attempt to explore why Muslims are almost twice as likely to report practicing the same religion they were brought up in.
The report identified the foundations of nurture and education, including the central role of the family in Islamic law and teaching, highlighting the belief that while everyone is born a Muslim, the flourishing of faith is dependent on family upbringing, the wider social context, and education:

Islamic sources outline in detail the mutual obligations of parents and children towards one another, including the parental responsibility for the religious nurture and education of children. A saying of the Prophet Muhammad, often quoted by Muslims, reads: “A father gives his child nothing better than a good education.”

The research also emphasised the importance of the family’s role in the continuity of tradition and practice, with, for example, almost all families questioned arranging for their children to learn the Qur’an in Arabic. Indeed, religious habits and family practices can be seen to accord with theories of religious socialisation. The frequent repetition of Quranic phrases and the religious activity of parents and grandparents, such as prayer, are seen to contribute to successful transmission. In the collective practice of religious rituals, Muslim homes “become permeated by religious observance.”

For many British Muslims, religion comes before ethnicity and indeed all other identity markers, suggesting a ‘Muslim first’ association. In addition, an individuated spirituality, which is observed within the Western context, does not accord with the collective nature and practice of Islam. The family is affirmed in religious teaching, and remains central in religious education and practice. “British Muslims recognize the critical importance of a strong family life and effective education for the future transmission of Islam.”

Clearly social learning plays a key role in faith transmission in the home, and is particularly effective when accompanied by clear conviction and content, as the above examples suggest.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a brief synopsis of the theory behind the social learning of faith that takes place in the home. In addition to that, we have highlighted the importance of the religious cultures and traditions that give these practices shape and meaning. Alongside a short account of how religious nurture is understood in the
Christian tradition, we have also taken account of the role and purpose of the family in religious transmission among Sikhs and Muslims in Britain.

So much more could be said on all accounts. Yet the main purpose of our discussion in this chapter is to emphasise the on-going influence of parents and the family in religious transmission, and to highlight the potential, as well as the inevitable, socialisation that takes place within these familial relationships.

In light of this, the following conclusion from Smith’s US study of teens is not an inevitable but a very plausible outcome of this modelling and learning:

By normal processes of socialization, and unless other significant forces intervene, more than what parents might say they want as religious outcomes in their children, most parents most likely will end up getting religiously of their children what they themselves are.33

The evidence presented in the next chapter will demonstrate that this assertion rings true in many homes.
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passing on family faith: what makes a difference?

introduction

We have so far affirmed in this report that parents remain key players in the religious socialisation of their children. This is not just an assumption of social theory, but has been affirmed through the self-reported experience of a significant number of young people. Parents should have confidence, therefore, in the continued strength of the role that they play in nurturing the spiritual nature and developing faith of their children.

This is not to detract from the motivation and responsibility for passing on faith that emanates from religious teaching and traditions. It simply recognises the fact that in a complex world of competing social influences and ideas, parents remain highly effective in passing on faith. This is the case whether they intend to be or not.

Building on these findings, this final chapter aims to bring together research that points to factors within family life that make a difference to passing on faith – i.e. factors that aid or hinder adolescent or adult offspring successfully retaining the religious beliefs and practices of their parents. Studies will be categorised under three headings: relational, behavioural, and structural, and the key findings from each study will be presented.

the science of ‘keeping the faith’

Investigating the successful passing on of faith in the home is a scientific endeavour – it does not ask the normative questions of what should be done, but instead it observes and measures the outcomes of what is done. Like any scientific endeavour, it does this through proposing hypotheses, collecting data, and analysing findings. For the social scientist, therefore, questions for clarification arise, such as how religiosity will be measured and how successful transmission or retention will be assessed.
There is not a straightforward, ‘one size fits all’ approach to undertaking this type of investigation. Leslie Francis and Philip Richter, for example, explore the challenges of defining the concept of ‘church-leaver’ due to the multiple ways of defining religiosity, including affiliation, belief, membership or practice. They note that research literature has tended to focus on practice, observed through church attendance, as a marker of religiosity, though this is not without its conceptual and practical challenges, i.e. what level and type of practice equates with high-level religiosity.¹

As noted already, undoubtedly the danger exists in any empirical study of religion that the richness of the subject matter is reduced to a mere scientific investigation. In doing so, we lose the meaning, complexity and variety of the human experience that is being analysed.² In light of this, it is rightly judged ‘problematic’ that in the past three decades more than three quarters of studies on religion and family have measured religiosity using only one or two items.³ Both individual religiosity and faith practices within the family are invariably more complex; they cannot be sufficiently assessed by, for example, the frequency of parental and adolescent church attendance or the regularity of Bible reading.

Further limits on measuring religiosity and religious transmission in the family should also be noted. While some studies will offer only a one-time measurement of the religious affiliation, beliefs and practices of parents and their children, others will observe how beliefs and practice change at different intervals over the life-course. It is suggested that multiple survey items are in fact needed – concerned with identity, practice and belief – in order to give a reliable picture of faith commitment.⁴ In addition, the family offers only one among multiple cultural and social variables that might influence and shape religious formation.

Nevertheless, we will proceed on the assumption that the scientific study of ‘keeping the faith’ is a fruitful endeavour in so far as knowing what potentially makes a difference to outcomes can better inform practices. It also has the potential to identify beliefs and practices that are at odds with the teaching and traditions of a faith.

**measuring faith retention in the home**

Researchers have adopted a number of different approaches to assessing the influence of parents in passing on faith. These include: simple measures of ‘keeping the faith’ – a child identifying with the family faith as they grow up; measuring attitudinal agreement between the parent and the child on religious matters; and the self-reported influence that a child or young person attributes to their parents. Some studies, for example, have
asked adolescent or adult offspring to consider what impact they feel their parents have had on their own beliefs and practices.\textsuperscript{5}

In developing these approaches – as we will see in the reports that follow – researchers have identified not only the religious ‘experience’\textsuperscript{6} that is passed on, e.g. church attendance, but the factors in the home that correlate with the success, or indeed failure, of the transmission of this experience, e.g. the nature of the relationship with the father. Thus, a hypothesis to be tested might look something like this: ‘A warm and supportive relationship with the father relates positively to a young person’s church attendance’.

Three characteristics of parenting and family life are found in the research literature to influence the outcomes of faith transmission: \textit{the quality of relationships}, including the parent-child relationship and the relationship between the parents; \textit{unity of traditions}, i.e. parents who come from the same religious tradition or reflect the same level of religious commitment; and \textit{stability of family structure}, i.e. children growing up in families that are ‘intact’.\textsuperscript{7}

In addition to these, empirical research on religious transmission also correlates the type of relationship (i.e. whether the child’s relationship is with father/mother/grandparent), the style of parenting, and the religious behaviour of parents, with the future religiosity of the child.

The studies in this chapter will be categorised under three headings: \textit{relational}, \textit{behavioural}, and \textit{structural}.

- The relational category will incorporate studies that highlight both the type of family relationship and the quality of the relationship.

- The behavioural category will include studies that identify as significant the style of parenting as well as the religious practice of the parents.

- The structural category will summarise studies that point to both the importance of a unity of traditions in the home, i.e. parents coming from the same religious tradition and reflecting the same religious commitment, as well as studies that point to the significance of the stability of the family structure, including the strength of the marital relationship, and families that remain ‘intact’.
Individual studies may well fit into more than one category. Studies will also adopt different measures of religious experience which will influence how religious retention is understood.8

relational factors

In the studies that follow we will note, in particular, the type of familial relationships and the nature of those relationships that are significant for faith transmission. This includes relationships with the mother, father, grandparents and siblings. Studies also measure how the quality of these relationships are perceived and reported.

type of relationship

Bengtson et al. (2013)9 published results from a large-scale longitudinal study in the US, collecting survey data from 3,500 parents, grandparents, grandchildren and great-grandchildren over a 35 year period (1970-2005). From an analysis of the survey data they identified factors that appeared to encourage or hinder faith transmission. One such factor, which they noted to be ‘crucial’, was the quality of the parent-child relationship:

When children perceive their relationship with parents as close, affirming, and accepting, they are most likely to identify with their parents’ religious practices and beliefs, while relationships marked by coldness, ambivalence, or preoccupation are likely to result in religious differences. (p. 98)

In particular, within certain faith traditions the perceived emotional closeness with the father mattered more than emotional closeness with the mother.10 This was particularly of note among the evangelical participants. Thus, a significant finding from the study was that the father’s piety on its own was not sufficient in encouraging religious transmission, but needed to be accompanied by emotional warmth.

An earlier finding from Bengtson’s research noted the relationship with the mother as a significant predictor of religious transmission. Acock and Bengston (1978), in research carried out among 653 father-mother-youth triads, highlighted the greater influence of the mother than of the father on the child’s political and religious socialisation. Various variables concerned with behaviours, attitudes and beliefs were used to measure the similarity between young adults (16-26 year olds) and their parents. Particular similarity
was noted when it came to religious behaviour, supporting the importance placed on the effect of social modelling that takes place in the home:

In short, contrary to much previous commentary and research, mothers are more predictive of the child’s orientations than are fathers. The only exception is with respect to Religious Behavior. On Religiosity, Tolerance, and Sexual Norms, fathers’ scores are slightly more predictive than mothers. (p. 225)

Another US-based, father-mother-youth triad study conducted by Dudley and Dudley (1986) measured the agreement on religious value statements from 712 individual surveys within Seventh-day Adventist congregations. The study evidenced a stronger correlation between young people and mothers than between young people and fathers.

An adolescent’s perception of a parent’s acceptance is also a predictor of religious outcomes. Bao et al. (1999), reporting on findings from a sample of 407 families living in rural Iowa, found that the importance of the mother’s perceived warmth and acceptance was particularly important for sons and correlated with successful religious transmission.

Beyond the father and mother, research also points to the significance of the extended family and the role that it plays in successful religious transmission. Bengtson et al. (2013) noted the ‘unexpected importance of grandparents’, reflective of the lack of attention they have received in understanding religious socialisation. Drawing on the Longitudinal Study of Generations (LSOG) across generations from 1971-2000, Bengston et al. (2009) used grandparent–parent–grandchild triads (257 grandparents, 341 parents, 565 grandchildren) to examine the transmission of three dimensions of religiosity – religious service attendance, religiousness and religious ideology. They noted how both parents and grandparents operated simultaneously as independent and joint agents of religious socialisation, highlighting the particular influence of grandmothers on granddaughters.

Copen and Silverstein (2007), using the same sample but asking further questions of it, also noted that religious socialisation was strengthened when mothers and grandmothers shared strong religious beliefs. However, while affirming this correlation, they also noted their sample was limited due to its regional nature (majority of respondents in Southern California) and its social and ethnic bias (affluent, non-Hispanic). Similar to other reports based on survey data, a lack of detailed observation of the transmission process, including
an understanding of not just the direct but the indirect means of religious transmission, places limitations on the findings.

In addition to the influence of parents and grandparents, Gutierrez et al. (2014) extended the scope of familial relationships and considered the positive influence of siblings on an adult’s religiosity and values. The study, carried out among African American families, concluded the following:

Of the 320 participants, only 1% indicated mother, 7% father, 2% grandmother, 2% grandfather, 2% brother(s), and 2% for sister(s) as having negatively affected one’s religiosity or spirituality. These data suggest that, within and across generations, fathers are most likely to have a negative influence, but that family members, on the whole, rarely have an adverse effect on religious socialization. (p. 781)

Therefore, while again the study was limited by sample size, and geographical and ethnic specificity, it highlighted the importance of recognising the potential influence of significant familial relationships.

quality of the parent-child relationship

Research noted already has pointed to the perceived warmth of the father and acceptance of the mother as correlating with higher levels of religious transmission. The following reports explore further the quality of the relational dynamics within the home. These include studies that have attempted to assess the effect of early childhood experiences – in particular, the security of the parent-child relationship – on future beliefs and practices. Two hypotheses have been presented, which draw an association between childhood attachment and religiosity.

The first, the ‘compensation hypothesis’, predicts that people who have not had secure relationships with their parents will be inclined to compensate this with belief in God and religion. Kirkpatrick and Shaver (1990) proposed and partially supported this hypothesis in their own research, although among their 213 respondents, it only held when parents themselves were relatively non-religious. The second, the ‘correspondence hypothesis’, suggests that a secure childhood attachment corresponds with successful socialisation.

Research conducted among university students in Sweden offered support for both hypotheses (Granqvist, 1998; Granqvist and Hagekull, 1999; Granqvist, 2002). Results of questionnaires carried out among 203 students, measuring the quality of their childhood attachment along with their own and their parents’ religiosity “supported the compensation hypothesis in that insecure respondents, to a larger extent than
secure respondents, reported an increase in importance of their religious beliefs during adulthood” (Granqvist, 1998, p. 350). However, the correspondence hypothesis was also evidenced, where secure respondents with highly religious parents demonstrated a greater adoption of religious standards than insecure respondents (Granqvist and Hagekull, 1999).

Alongside these findings, there was a noted difference between the two groups of respondents. For the secure respondents (associated with the correspondence hypothesis) there were found to be smaller fluctuations in religious beliefs and behaviours compared to the insecure respondents (associated with the compensation hypothesis). The latter were noted for their unstable religiosity (Granqvist, 2002, p. 266). Therefore, early childhood attachment theories and related research do appear to point to the importance of the security of the parent-child relationships in determining the future religiosity of the child, in particular, the future stability of religious beliefs.

Despite these findings, questions nevertheless arise as to whether a reliable correlation can be drawn between the self-reported influence that young adults place on their childhood experiences and their current religiosity. Hoge et al. (1993) at least noted the potential weakness of data results when adult respondents are recalling back 20 to 30 years. The results of their own research, measuring the membership and attendance of young adults in the Presbyterian Church in the US, found that early experiences were not strongly associated with current church involvement, including the parent-child bond. The religious beliefs of the young adults, and their current family relationships and concerns, were a greater determinant of present church involvement. This would indicate that perhaps the impact of early religious socialisation diminishes with age, and the strength of later influences increases. Nevertheless, early experiences were significant in that they predicted religious beliefs, which in turn influenced church involvement.

In an earlier study, Hoge et al. (1982), using 254 mother-father-youth triads within Catholic, Baptist, and Methodist churches in the US, measured the effect of 33 family factors on the transmission of religious and social values. While most had no effect, several factors were noted to enhance religious value transmission – “younger age of parents, parental agreement about religion, and good parent-child relationships” (p. 569).

In addition to emotional security, emotional support has been shown to correlate with positive consensus between parent-child religious experiences. In a study among 125 Jewish adolescents and their fathers, Herzbrun (1993) noted that among traditional fathers and their sons, the father’s emotional support correlated with strong religious consensus. The same correlation was not observed among liberal fathers; the author
suggests that perhaps in these cases the emotional support was perceived to be more unconditional. However, with daughters, the emotional support of the liberal father did make a difference on the outcome of the parent-child consensus.

In a study carried out among daughters at a Midwestern University in the US, the perceived warmth of the parent-child relationship was noted to correlate positively with the child’s perception of their parents’ beliefs. Okagaki and Bevis (1999), in the study among 62 young women and their parents, noted that the accuracy of the daughters’ perception was also related to how frequently parents talked about their beliefs and to the agreement between the mother and father on those beliefs. Daughters who perceived that the beliefs were important to their parents were more likely to adopt those beliefs.

In measuring changes in religious affiliation over a seven year period, closeness to parents prevented apostasy and switching religions. Sherkat and Wilson (1995), at the University of Michigan, also concluded that feelings of closeness to parents had an influence on religious choices. In measuring changes in religious affiliation over a seven year period, closeness to parents prevented apostasy and switching religions. So did patterns of attendance laid down in youth. “Parents influence their children’s preferences both directly and by getting them to attend church, and these preferences in turn drive their children’s religious choices as adults” (p. 1015).

Despite the lack of detailed observations of faith practices in the home, there is some research that points to relational practices that make a difference. Flor and Knapp (2001), for example, noted the positive correlation between higher levels of parent-child communication and future religiosity. In a study involving 171 two-parent families with an early adolescent, the following conclusion was drawn: “As mother- and father-child discussions of faith became more frequent and bidirectional, both adolescents’ religious behaviour and the importance they attached to religion increased” (p. 642).

The quality of the interaction also makes a difference. In data from 223 British adolescent-mother pairs, Taris and Semin (1997) found the quality of the interaction between the mother and the young person influenced the successful transmission of religious values. High quality interactions were those that were marked by a parent’s “openness, affection and accessibility” (p. 213).

This leads us on to our second category of research – that which identifies the importance of the behaviour of parents, including the parenting style adopted and the patterns of religious practice in the home.
behavioural factors

Parenting practices have important implications for a child’s development. This is a well-established and proven theory of developmental psychology. Religious orientation and commitments will also have an influence on parenting style and practices. However, limited research has been done on the implications of parenting style for religious development.13

parenting style

Approaches to parenting can be determined by religious conviction, where religious teaching and tradition inform how parents undertake the task. In turn, different styles of parenting are found to impact and influence adolescent development and behaviour, including their religious development. While authoritarian parents are demanding and generally unresponsive, with a strong emphasis on rules and obedience, authoritative parents are demanding yet responsive, open to explaining rules and exploring their child’s perspective.14 Danso et al. (1997) highlight the implications of a right-wing authoritarian style of parenting, linked to religious fundamentalism, on the practices of parenting, for example, with an emphasis on obedience over autonomy. Research suggests that the authoritative style is more beneficial for a child’s development, including their religious development.

Abar et al. (2009) found that authoritative parenting, unlike authoritarian or permissive parenting, facilitated the transmission of religious values among African-American young people. Levels of religiosity were higher among students who had experienced this style of parenting. Conversely, Luft and Sorell (1987) noted that where parenting was “low in control and low in nurturance” there was less creedal and value consensus between parent and adolescent (p. 53). Permissive and inattentive parenting, this research would suggest, are not conducive to passing on faith.

At the same time, the importance and impact of parental control on faith transmission appears to be age-specific. Potvin and Sloane (1985) pointed to other variables, including the religious experience and the age of the adolescent, when noting the effectiveness of parental control.

At early ages parental control and personal religious experience are compatible and their combination produces high levels of religious practice. At later ages,
however, they are incompatible and high religious experience is associated with higher practice only when parental control is low. (p. 12)

This suggests that maintaining high levels of parental control as the child gets older can be detrimental to continued religious practice.

Dudley (1978), in researching the impact of ‘fundamentalist religious homes’ among 400 Seventh-day Adventist adolescents, also noted the importance of the relationship with parents and the consistency of belief and practice among those in authority. Further, Dudley and Wisbey (2000) found that parenting style in early childhood, as recalled by Seventh-day Adventist young adult respondents in the US and Canada, influenced the level of commitment to the Church:

For this sample of young adults, the parenting style most conducive to encouraging youth to remain in the church as enthusiastic members was a mixture of loving care and protection or control. The most ineffective style was the control without the loving care. Thus affection and care appear to be the active ingredients in a parenting style that leads to positive relationships with the church in future years. (p. 49)

Parenting style clearly has the potential to impact the future religiosity of a child. However, the quality of the parent-child relationship, and, as we will come on to discuss, the integrity and consistency of the parent’s own religious practice, continue to be strong determinants of successful religious transmission.

**belief and religious practice**

A significant number of studies point to the correlation between the religiosity of parents and the successful transmission of religion. This includes the importance of parents practicing what they preach. Religious practices, initiated in the home, influence adolescent and adult religious beliefs and practices, as the following studies evidence.

As noted earlier, individual research studies cannot always be categorised tidily under one of our three headings. Myers (1996), for example, indicated three variables in the family context that affected religious transmission: “parental religiosity, quality of the family relationship, and traditional family structure”. These are in line with our own three categories – behavioural, relational and structural. The study among 471 parents and
their adult offspring concluded that religiosity of adults was “determined largely by the religiosity of one’s parents” (p. 858).

Research has found that young adults who recall a greater emphasis on religion in the home appear to be more religious. Hunsberger (1976), in a questionnaire among 457 students at the University of Manitoba in Western Canada, concluded that the “greater perceived emphasis parents placed on religion as their children were growing up was related to the agreement of university students with their parent’s religious teaching” (p. 254). This finding was confirmed in a later study among 875 students at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. Hunsberger and Brown (1984) noted in their findings that

> respondents with the stronger emphasis placed on religion in their childhood home were more likely to remain within their childhood religious ‘umbrella’, while those who reported a weaker emphasis were more likely to become apostates. (p. 250)

Regnerus and Uecker (2006), in their investigation of the social context in which adolescent religiosity develops, noted that parental religious service attendance was the strongest factor in shaping how important religion was in adolescents. Practices also shape attitudes towards religion. Kay and Francis (1996) drew together a range of studies conducted over a twenty-five year period, which assessed attitudes to Christianity during childhood and adolescence. In examining the influence of the home on the formation of a positive attitude towards Christianity, one significant factor was the religious example of the parents, including the importance of parental church attendance:

> Clearly the formation of attitudes within the life of the child is an internal and unobservable process. Nevertheless, these findings have shown that church attendance, whether by the child or the parents, helps a positive attitude toward Christianity to be formed. (p.70)

The significance of religious practices within the home is also noted. McNamara et al. (2013) measured the relation between faith activities in the home during childhood and adolescence and the religious beliefs and practices of emerging adults. They noted that both the frequency and importance of these activities positively impacted the emerging adults’ beliefs and practices, in particular, among women, Caucasians, and Protestants. The researchers acknowledged that more work could be done in identifying which activities in particular make a difference.
The importance of the consistency of parents’ attitudes, beliefs and actions is also noted. Bader and Desmond (2006) examined a nationwide (US) sample of young people and their parents (approx. 2,800), from a variety of Protestant groups, as well as Catholics, Jews and other religious affiliations. Their results indicate that religious transmission is higher when parents’ attitudes match their behaviour and practice. Consistency is key. “For all outcome measures, children of consistently religious parents displayed higher levels of religiosity than children raised by religiously inconsistent parents” (p. 326). This includes consistency between the religious beliefs of parents.

Earlier we noted the warmth of the father-child relationship in fostering religious transmission. Some studies also indicate the importance of the father’s religiosity. Baker-Sperry (2001), in a survey among 1,058 self-identified Catholics in the US, noted that the most important finding in the study was the significance of the father’s religiosity for religious transmission. The influence of the father was equal to the mother, if not stronger. Measures of religiosity among parents included frequency of mass attendance and frequency of Bible reading.

Studies have also set out to measure whether the relationship between parental religious activity and adolescent religious activity is gender specific. Kieren and Munro (1987), in their Canadian-based study of 235 intact families with adolescents, noted that the father’s religious activity was ‘significantly related’ to the adolescent daughter’s religious activity. Nelsen (1980), on the other hand, in data from 2,734 adolescents in intact families in Southern Minnesota, noted that the mother’s religiosity particularly impacted sons. Kay and Francis (1996), in their synthesis of studies, drew a correlation between the father and the son, while Francis and Gibson (1993) noted that the mother’s religious practice was a more powerful predictor among both sons and daughters than the father’s practice. In light of these findings, there is not conclusive evidence of a gender specific parental effect on an adolescent’s religious experience.

Research also indicates that a higher level of parental religiosity leads to stronger family relationships and better outcomes for young people. Brody et al. (1996) found that “greater formal religiosity is related directly to more cohesive family relationships, lower
levels of interparental conflict, and fewer externalizing and internalizing problems among young adolescents” (p. 703).

Thus, while adolescents are likely to “revise their religious beliefs” in the process of their development, Ozorak (1989) suggests that the religiosity of parents is “a stabilizing factor, particularly if they belong to a faith with a strong group identity and they are emotionally close to the adolescent” (p.451). The parents’ faith acts as a “cognitive anchor”, particularly among early and middle adolescents. In a small-scale study among emerging adults in the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, Thompson (2012) also found this to be the case:

Those who said either parent had an outstanding or strong and open faith also appear more likely to be involved in church and have a more active faith, but those whose parents were less expressive of their faith seem to have experienced a more negative impact on their faith and church attendance. (p. 217)

Studies have also assessed the significance of the parents’ beliefs and practice compared to other social variables, for example, youth groups, Sunday schools, and peer groups. Parker and Gaier (1980), in examining the relationship between religious beliefs and religious practices of 46 members of a Conservative Jewish youth group, assessed the effect of different variables: “Sex, Hebrew School Background, number of years of affiliation with the group, and parental practices.” Only the final variable, the practices of parents, was statistically significant. While not dismissing the importance of religious education outside of the home, the study concluded:

Religious Belief Systems are formed at home. If one wants to affect the values of the child, he must first affect those of the parents, whereby the parent should become active in the religious education of his child. (p. 372)

Regnerus et al. (2004), in assessing the role of the multiple social and religious contexts (parents, friends, school, extended community) in the development of adolescent religiosity, noted that parents and friends strongly influenced the church attendance of the adolescents questioned in the nation-wide (US) longitudinal study. Out of the social variables measured, it was the churchgoing habits of the parents that were noted to have the strongest influence on the churchgoing habits of the adolescent. Further, Regnerus and Uecker (2006) confirmed the importance of religious context (religiosity of schoolmates and parents) for the future religiosity of adolescents: “families where parents are high in religiosity seem to foster in adolescent children a rapid growth in religious salience and (especially) attendance, as well as to prevent rapid loss of either form of religiosity” (p. 229).
Schwartz (2006) also found that the religious modelling of parents, alongside that of friends, significantly influenced adolescents’ religious faith. The strength of this influence can also be noted by its duration. Martin et al. (2013) found parental influence and that of peers did not change throughout the adolescent years. However, among adult offspring, Poch and Hastings (1998) observed that the effect of parental attendance on adult participants’ church attendance was still significant, but not more so than the effect of other variables, including marital status and the presence of children. Salience of religion (membership of a religious organisation) was noted to be the variable with the most powerful effect. As such, for adult offspring, the current social context, including church friendship groups, may arguably be more important for maintaining church involvement than parental beliefs and practices.

structural factors

We have noted that the type and quality of the parent-child relationship impacts on religious transmission. Added to this, the beliefs and practices of the parents have a strong predictive effect on the beliefs and practices of the adolescent. Finally, a correlation is drawn between the stability of the parental relationship – including a unity of beliefs and values, and the stability of the family structure – with the future religiosity of the child.

unity of parental beliefs and values

On the question of parental unity of beliefs and values – in terms of what this contributes to parental stability and thus wider family stability, and in turn to the effective passing on of faith – research suggests that active religious transmission is not prioritised within mixed-faith families. Data from a three-year ethnographic study (2006–2009) at the University of Warwick, which investigated the identity formation of young people in mixed-faith families (Christian, Hindu, Muslim and Sikh), concluded that transmitting the actual content of religion, beyond the identification of universal values, was of little importance to parents (Arweck and Nesbitt, 2010a). In their findings, Arweck and Nesbitt (2010b) observed that the parents in question were not themselves committed believers and, not wanting to impose a particular tradition on the child, they “tend to want their children to have at least the option of becoming part of a religious tradition, whether it is their own or a different one” (p. 84).

Research points to the fact that mixed-faith marriage is positively associated with religious disaffiliation. Sandomirsky and Wilson (1990) confirmed their hypothesis that
“children of religiously mixed marriages will have higher apostasy rates than children of religiously homogenous marriages” (p. 1215). Unity of faith practices positively influences transmission. Voas and Storm (2012), in a study of intergenerational churchgoing in England and Australia, found that the “impact of two churchgoing parents on their children is considerably stronger than that of one alone” (p. 393). Such findings appear to justify the assertion that “religiously mixed marriages tend to undermine religious involvement.”

Petts and Knoester (2007) also found that in families where there is significant religious difference between parents, there are lower levels of religious participation. This, they suggest, may have negative implications for a child’s wellbeing, based on the evidence that religion benefits families, e.g. strengthening of intra-family bonds. Bartkowski et al. (2008) also found that shared faith commitments between parents can positively contribute to a child’s development, whereas conflict over religion is detrimental: “religion can serve as a bridge that links generations and yields pro-social outcomes, but can also function as a wedge that fosters division and conflict, thereby undermining children’s development” (p. 33).

quality and stability of marital relationship

When it comes to factors concerned with the internal structure of the family, research indicates that the quality of the marital relationship positively contributes to the religious beliefs and practices of adolescents. Day et al. (2009) assessed the association between both the quality of the parental marital relationship, and the parent-adolescent relationship, with the religiosity of the adolescent. On both accounts they noted that the closeness and the quality of the relationship made a significant contribution to the strength of adolescent religious conviction and practice. This causal link would suggest that, “where there is more interpersonal stability, there is a greater likelihood that desired goals, aspirations, dreams, and personal beliefs are easier to transfer” (p. 307).

Poor parental marital relationships also affect religious socialisation in the longer-term. Myers (1996), in addition to his conclusion on the importance of parents’ religiosity, found that those raised by both biological parents, with a high level of marital happiness, were more likely to continue religious practice into adulthood. This is compared to those from single-parent households or raised in step-families. The structure and stability of the family context contributes to “religiosity inheritance”. In measuring religiosity in terms of religious salience and attendance, Regnerus and Uecker (2006) also observed the impact.
of family structure on, in particular, religious decline: “biologically intact two-parent families are given to religious stability: adolescents from such families do not exhibit considerable increase in religiosity, yet are also less likely to report steep decline” (p. 231).

Such findings would imply that parental divorce is detrimental to successful faith retention. Lawton and Bures’ (2001) findings suggested that this is the case. Using the data from 11,372 respondents to the National Survey of Families and Households in the US, they concluded that “for individuals raised as either moderate Protestant, conservative Protestant or Catholic, parental divorce increases the likelihood of both switching to another religion and apostasy” (p. 99). This supported the hypothesis that religious ties are weakened through divorce because of the disruption it causes to familial and communal relationships.

Zhai et al. (2007) observed the association between parental divorce and “substantially lower self-reported religious involvement” among young adults from divorced families compared with those from intact families. The effects were not observed outside of organised religious activity, i.e. personal prayer life, or on the young adults’ subjective religious experience, i.e. feeling close to God (p. 125). In discussing the possible reasons for this finding, the study showed that divorced fathers were much less involved in the religious socialisation of their offspring, which may have accounted for the lower attendance.

The experience of separation and divorce is not age-specific – it is felt by adolescents and young adults alike. Francis (2001), in his values survey among more than 33,000 young people between the ages of 13 and 15 in England and Wales, found that those who had experienced separation or divorce were “less inclined to subscribe to traditional Christian beliefs than young people from intact families” (p. 147). Bryant et al (2003) also found that, among first year college students, religiosity was negatively affected by those experiencing their parents’ divorce. In contrast, family cohesion and spending time together as a family positively related to religious and spiritual outcomes.

**Conclusion**

When it comes to ‘passing on’ and ‘keeping’ faith, the studies highlighted in this chapter would strongly suggest that what happens within the context of family life significantly impacts the process and outcomes of faith transmission. In drawing this conclusion, it does no harm to reinforce the point that the science of ‘keeping the faith’ can only tell us so much. Empirical studies will only ever be able to identify correlations rather than
determine the cause of religious retention or change – assuming, indeed, that either of these can or should be ‘measured’.

Nevertheless, what the research in this chapter does offer is broad observations concerned with relational dynamics and practices in the home that correlate with successful faith transmission. From the studies, we can draw out the following conclusions:

• Adolescents and young adults who experience or who have experienced close, affirming, and accepting relationships with both parents are more likely to identify with the beliefs and practices of their parents.

• The security and stability of the parent-child relationship, including the strength of the childhood attachment, informs the stability of future religious beliefs.

• The influence of grandparents, and indeed the wider family, plays a positive role in faith formation.

• Authoritative parenting – where the exercise of discipline and control is accompanied by warmth, nurture and responsiveness – is more conducive to religious transmission than authoritarian or permissive parenting.

• The consistency of parental religious practice, which includes the importance that is placed on it and the integrity with which it is exercised – both inside and outside the family home – positively correlates with the practice of adolescents and adult offspring.

• In addition, parental religiosity acts as a stabilising factor within the family unit, particularly when both parents share and practice the same faith.

• Conversely, religious ties are weakened as a result of parental disunity when it comes to faith and practice, or as a result of family instability – including the negative experience of divorce for adolescents and young adults.

Many of the above factors – emotional warmth, security, stability etc. – have an impact on a child’s overall development, including their psychological, emotional and relational development. What we can note from the research in this chapter is that these factors equally have a long-lasting impact on a child’s spiritual development.

Yet it is important to acknowledge that all of these factors, particularly when viewed from a theological standpoint, do not have the last word in determining spiritual outcomes. The Christian parent can at least affirm that God’s grace has the first and the final word.
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parents: an enduring influence

Raising children in a complex and rapidly changing world presents many challenges for parents, not least the challenge of articulating and passing on faith with confidence. Parents can feel disempowered and overwhelmed in the task of nurturing faith. This could be on account of the many competing social and cultural forces at work – notably the influence of media, the pressure from peers, or the popular secular script. It could also be on account of parents’ own self-imposed demands – the desire to consistently do and say the right thing and ‘succeed’ at religious practices in the home. This pressure is no doubt particularly felt by devout parents who simply want to do a good job of bringing their child up in the faith.

Lawrence Richards, in his theological reflections on children’s ministry, notes what happens when committed Christian parents’ own expectations are not met: “The gap between ideal and perceived performance often leads to a diffused sense of guilt and of failure, which seems most intense in those to whom faith is most significant.” The same could probably be said of devout parents from any religious tradition.

While not ignoring these challenges and pressures, the evidence in this report at least demonstrates that parents’ influence on the spiritual outcomes of their children is consistently significant – not only is it foundational to faith development, but it continues to carry considerable social weight into adolescence and adulthood.

This influence should not, of course, be seen in isolation from other social factors, including the role and importance of the wider faith community in supporting and nurturing the growth of faith. Nevertheless, the social learning that takes place in the home, including the spiritual modelling of both parents, is clearly formational. The impact on beliefs and practices can be witnessed for years to come.
That adolescent and adult offspring who continue to identify with the faith of their parents, are more likely to be products of caring, supportive, and stable homes.

In effect, the research studies presented in this report show that adolescent and adult offspring who continue to identify with the faith of their parents, are more likely to be products of caring, supportive, and stable homes. These are homes in which the nurturing of faith is a priority, and where sincere and consistent beliefs and practices – both inside and outside of the home – are seen and heard.

attentive nurturing of faith

The majority of our discussion has focussed on articulating and assessing the process of faith transmission. This is in line with the clear remit of the report, concerned primarily with identifying characteristics of parenting and family life that make a difference in successfully passing on faith. Further ethnographic studies, incorporating more detailed observations on family practices, traditions and rituals, would strengthen our understanding of this process.

Alongside reinforcing the influence of parents in faith formation and transmission, the conclusion of this report also invites questions over how that influence is being exercised, in addition to what content is being transmitted. For example, when it comes to the transmission of faith, questions arise as to what level of priority is given to doing so, by which means, and with what confidence.

These questions arise for us in view of the generational shift in religious commitment, and evidenced changes to young people’s beliefs and practices – both of which have been touched on in this report.

These questions also become more urgent in view of the danger that parents adopt the false premise that a child can – or should – be brought up independent of any particular religious tradition or worldview. While an entirely ‘valueless’ existence is an impossibility, Christian Smith, in his US study, affirms that young people cannot have, and do not need, a completely autonomous existence:

In fact, about the last thing today’s teenagers need is to be isolated, ignored, left alone, and made autonomous. Contemporary teenagers rather desperately need – in addition to an appropriate amount of personal ‘space’ – connection, support, guidance, instruction, and boundaries – even as they continually renegotiate their transition away from dependence and towards interdependence with adults.²
This is true for their spiritual development as much as it is true for any other aspect of their personal development. Parents should be encouraged, therefore, to forge strong relationships that incorporate faith rituals, practices and conversations about religious beliefs.

Thus, when evidence emerges that faith transmission has been deprioritised in the home, or the content of faith has been distorted, a direct challenge is posed to the current community of believers. The challenge centres around what level of importance is currently given to the passing on of faith, and what effectively is being passed on.

The wider context in which faith is transmitted will inevitably change, yet the responsibility remains for all believers to attentively nurture the faith of the next generation, as they themselves duly inhabit and narrate their own. In light of this ongoing task, Smith's closing 'sociological advice' to religious educators seems particularly apt:

[One should] stop listening so much to the advice of sociologists, psychologists, and other experts of modernity and start paying more serious attention to and develop more confidence in the historical and theological wellsprings of one's own religious faith.3

This may be an important and timely piece of advice for parents, and indeed all those engaged in the privileged task of passing on faith.
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What do parents think about passing on their faith – their beliefs (or lack of them) about God – to their children? How seriously do they take it? And what difference do they make?

*Passing on Faith* examines these questions through new polling research and a detailed study of academic research into the subject.

British parents, the polling shows, are generally not too bothered about whether their children go on to share their beliefs, although that varies – significantly – depending on the faith of the parents in question, with atheist, agnostic, Christian, and other religious parents having some very different views.

The academic literature, however, is clear about the impact parents can have. In the first instance, insights from psychology show that children have a natural propensity towards ‘belief’ of some kind. Building on that, and examining and assimilating the findings of 54 published studies, Olwyn Mark shows that the family and the home are incomparably important when it comes to passing on faith.

The role and faith commitment of both parents, and the integrity, consistency and unity of parents’ beliefs, practices and relationships are all shown to be key influences on whether believing children become believing adults.

Ultimately, for all the effects that cultural pressures or evangelistic measures will have on determining the next generation of believers (and non-believers), parents and home life will consistently have a resounding impact on the passing on of faith.

Olwyn Mark is visiting lecturer in Christian Ethics at London School of Theology, having completed postdoctoral research within the National Institute for Christian Education Research (NICER) at Canterbury Christ Church University.